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Abstract
A core idea in the context of mechanochemistry is that applying an external tensile
force along a reaction coordinate should enhance the chemical reaction of interest. Here
we analyze perturbed generic molecular structures: schematic models of triatomics,
ABC, and tetraatomics, AABB. They are used to demonstrate that pulling does usu-
ally not use the ’reaction coordinate’, but opens new reaction pathways. Within de-
velopment of these models we use the concept of Newton trajectories for a theory of
mechanochemistry. However, we find cases where the theory of Newton trajectories is
not applicable. For all cases we define the curve of force-displaced stationary points,
and we discuss the importance of barrier breakdown points and valley-ridge inflection
points. The examples use Morse potentials for bonds and simple angle functions and
are demonstrated by assumed real values for the potential parameters. On the basis
of the systematic study of some generic models we explain a set of already observed
experimental mechanochemical phenomena in specific molecular systems and we apply
the results to the strength of chemical bonds.
Keywords: Mechanochemistry, Force displaced stationary points, Barrier breakdown point,
Valley-Ridge inflection point, Newton trajectory, Force-extension curve
1 Introduction
The study of how external mechanical forces change the potential energy surfaces (PES)
of molecular systems is of highest relevance in the context of mechanochemistry because
this can lead to a better understanding of the molecular level of the mechanisms by which
external forces control chemical processes. In the last years, the chemical response of single
molecules, polymers, covalent inorganic crystals, metals, molecular solids etc. when subjected
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to mechanical forces has motivated experimental and theoretical researches.1–20 Chemical re-
actions can be thought of in terms of their ’landscapes’ - multi-dimensional PESes with a
dimension much higher than three dimensions of our usual space - that map the saddle-
pathways and valleys of the potential energy as molecules interact.21 In 2008 Lourderaj et
al.22 calculated the PES of stretched n-butane. They found that the nature of the effective
PES under the stretching depends on the extent of stretching. If it is less than that required
to reach the valley-ridge-inflection (VRI) points on the C-C stretch potentials and the C-C
torsions are considered free rotors, then there is only one potential energy minimum, with
each bond elongated. However, for stretching past these inflection points, the PES has bi-
furcated into three minima.
Here we do, in a framework of minimal models, a similar set of calculations for simpler
schematic triatomics ABC and tetraatomics AABB molecules to demonstrate that the influ-
ence of the stretching depends not only on the magnitude but also on its direction. Thus, we
study different possible directions of the force23 in an ansatz which goes beyond the usual
1-dimensional (1D) point of view. The treatment touches the question: “How strong is a
covalent bond?”24–28 or how weak is a non covalent bond.29 Grandbois et al. 24 measured the
rupture force of single covalent bonds (silicon-carbon, or gold-gold bonds) under an external
load with an atomic force microscope. Single molecules were covalently anchored between
a surface and a tip of the microscope and then stretched until they became detached. Our
remark here is: the pulling done by the microscope usually goes over a larger part of the
molecule by an end-to-end force. So in internal coordinates, this direction is usually another
direction than the one along a single bond.30–34 Then the amount obtained by the micro-
scope must be larger than the amount for a single bond to break because other bonds always
absorb force as well.35–37
We use a model for the effective PES, Vf (x) for a fixed force, f , via the approximation
in x5,10,26,29,38–48
Vf (x) = V (x)− fT · x (1)
where the superscript T denotes transpose, and x is the vector of the non redundant, internal
coordinates of the molecule. The symbolic point between f and x means the scalar product.
This is explained elsewhere.49 The dimension of the vectors, f and x, is N = 3n− 6 internal
coordinates, and n is the number of atoms of the treated molecule. The vector of the force,
f , is determined by two properties: its direction and its length. If the force is constant,
then we say that the model of Eq.(1) is a linear model. We can say that Eq.(1) reflects
the perturbation of a molecular system due to an external force with constant direction.
This perturbation changes the landscape of the original PES. The stationary points of Vf
are located at different points with respect to the unperturbed potential.10,48,50–54 We will
later see that in the limiting case of a critical force, fc, a minimum and a transition state
of the original PES collapse on a shoulder of the resulting perturbed PES. Of course, the
stationary points of Vf (x) can be calculated by usual optimization procedures, see Ref.
55
and further references therein.
For the linear model and a fixed direction l of f, the disturbance of the stationary points
on the effective PES, Vf (x), can be described by Newton trajectories (NT). Then only the
norm of f can change.53,54,56–60. NTs are mathematical curves in the configuration space
which can be calculated by simple mathematical methods. They allow qualitative pictures
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of the change of the effective PES. In this work, we study the applicability of the theory of
NTs to very small toy molecules under an external force.
In Section 2 we shortly describe the background necessary to the application of NTs. In
Section 3 we introduce a Morse model for a linear molecule, and in Section 4 for a linear
chain where NTs can be applied. In Section 5 we treat a bent ABA molecule. It turns
out that already in this simple case the NT theory cannot be applied. Nevertheless, we
calculate the corresponding curve of the force-displaced stationary points (FDSPs) for an
end-to-end pulling. Here we also demonstrate the meaning of the strength of a single bond,
and we discuss force-extension curves. In Sections 6 to 8 we describe further molecule models
for nonlinear molecules and rings. In a last example in Section 9 we study defolding and
refolding of a model hairpin by an external force. The end is a Discussion with Conclusions.
2 Application of Newton trajectories
The stationary points on the effective potential satisfy the condition, ∇x Vf (x) = 0. Its
minimums and saddle points (SPs) satisfy the vector equation42
∇x Vf (x) = g(x)− f = 0 . (2)
One searches a point where the gradient of the original PES, g(x), has to be equal to the force,
f. The gradient of V (x) is the inner force of the molecule against changes of its structure.
This force has to be equal to the external force, f. Then the molecule is in an equilibrium: we
are at a stationary point of Vf (x). However, this formula (2) is also the definition of an NT in
the case that the force f changes its magnitude in a continuous way but its direction remains
a constant vector. Thus, the NT describes a curve of force-displaced stationary points (FD-
SPs) under a different load.53,54,56–60 Usually, the minima are destabilized, but the SPs are
stabilized.53,54,61 Of course, we assume here that the time scale of the intra-well relaxation is
faster than any other time scale of the pulling apparatus.62 Because the barrier in the drag
direction decreases, the chemical reaction of interest usually becomes fast63,64 or ultra-fast.65
Eq.(2) can be written in a projector form56,57(
U− l lT
)
g(x) = 0 (3)
where U is the unit matrix and the l-unit vector is the direction of f . The equation means
nothing else than that g and l are parallel. If we differentiate the projector Eq.(3) with






= 0 . (4)
This is an expression of the tangent of the FDSPs curve, x(s). Eq.(4) is a way to generate
the FDSPs curve.
Every NT connects stationary points. If one uses a given fixed unit vector of the direction,
l of f , and if one goes along the corresponding FDSPs curve, then the magnitude of the force,
F = |f |, starts with zero at a stationary point, say a minimum, and ends with zero at the
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final next stationary point, say an SP. In between there has to be a maximum of |g|, compare
Eq.(2). Here holds the condition10,53,63
Det(H(x)) = 0 (5)
with the Hessian of the original PES, V (x). The case is the point where the square of the
gradient norm achieves a turning point, and the effective Vf (x) along the FDSPs path here
achieves a shoulder10,53,63 which is a cubic function in 1D along the pulling direction.40 The
point on the FDSPs curve is referred to as bond breaking point (BBP)53,63 and the pulling
force is at its ’mechanical limit’.42 The bond elongation comes to its maximum. The barrier
of Vf (x) decreases from the original PES barrier to zero at the BBP thus the BBP is also the
barrier breakdown point with an identical acronym, BBP. This happens because minimum
and SP coalesce. The force that needs to be applied to meet the BBP on the corresponding
effective PES is named the critical force, fc.
40 The kind of points is also discussed elsewhere.13
An algorithm to locate optimal BBPs has been recently proposed.66 Note that a bond will
actually break before the BBP due to finite temperature effects67–69 or by the zero point
energy of the corresponding bond. The kinetics of the break caused mainly by the force can
be explained by a usual escape of the molecular state over the decreasing barrier. However,
the barrier ’last’ to overcome below the BBP will be elusive, see below Sections 5 and 9.
Conversely to the calculation of the BBP of a given PES,66 there are proposals to use pulling
experiments to reconstruct a one-dimensional section of the PES in the pulling direction.70–72
However, there are also mental reservations against the possibility of such an ansatz.73
3 Model PES for pulling a linear ABC molecule
We start with only two bonds, two simple Morse-potentials in a linear triatomic molecule.
x is one bond and y the other one, see Fig. 1. Then we get a simple minimum at the point
(x0, y0). Under a global deformation of the end-to-end distance, ∆R between atoms A and
C, by the force f for an end-to-end pulling we search for the single deformations ∆x and ∆y
of the two bonds. We use the following function for a 2D-section of this schematic molecule
M1(x) = D1(1− exp[−β1(x− x0)])2
M2(y) = D2(1− exp[−β2(y − y0)])2 (6)
V (x, y) = M1(x) +M2(y)
where the constants are slightly unsymmetrical:
D1 = 90, D2 = 80, β1 = 1.8, β2 = 1.9, x0 = 1.52, y0 = 1.53.
The parametersD1 andD2 represent the dissociation energy, but the 1/β1 and 1/β2 the width
of the potentials, correspondingly, compare Ref.22 Note that Morse potentials have already
been employed to model mechanochemical events, for instance, the Fe-S bond dissociation
events in force-field simulations of rubredoxin unfolding Ref.74 A third internal coordinate
in the ABC molecule may be the angle, α, between the two bonds. In this case, we assume
that it is fixed to 180o. In the next sections, we will consider the angle as a variable, too.









Figure 1: A schematic triatomic molecule, ABC, connected by Morse potentials. (a) Top
line: the arrow f is the pulling force for an end-to-end action with direction l = 1/
√
2 (1, 1)T ,
but line (b) below: fy is a pulling along only one bond with ly = (0, 1)
T .
problem. We are interested in the study of the combined, end-to-end force f of Fig. 1(a).
Examples of forces like fy in Fig. 1(b) are calculated elsewhere.
28,75 An asymmetric force in a
molecule can be applied by corresponding chemical ’linkers’.47 In Fig. 2 we show the surface
of V (x, y) of Eq.(6) by its contours. The figure (and all the next ones) are drawn by the
Mathematica program, version 11.2. The level lines are represented equidistantly. The two
valleys in Fig. 2 are only slightly different. A single Morse curve has its BBP at the value22
xBBP = xo + ln2 /β1. (7)
Because here the two degrees of freedom are not coupled, this holds on a straight line for
xBBP = xo + 0.385 = 1.905 and similarly for yBBP = yo + ln2 /β2 = yo + 0.365 = 1.895. The
critical forces are at point (xBBP , y0) the force fc = 81 (1, 0)
T and at point (x0, yBBP ) the
force fc = 76.1 (0, 1)
T . The green lines in Fig. 2 correspond to these BBPs of the two valleys.
They intersect in a VRI point of the surface.53,54,63 Here the normalized gradient vector, an
eigenvector of the Hessian matrix at this VRI point, is gW = W (D1β1, D2β2)
T with eigen-
value zero and its orthogonal eigenvector with zero eigenvalue is g⊥W = W (D2β2,−D1β1)T ,







−1/2. The lines are characterized by
the condition of Eq.(5). In Fig. 2, additionally included are the lines (thin, gray) of the two
NTs along the valleys, NTx and NTy, to the pulling directions lx = (1, 0)
T and ly = (0, 1)
T .
The latter direction is shown in Fig. 1(b).
3.1 Step one: pulling symmetrically a triatomic molecule with
f = 25(1, 1)T
We apply the same force to the outer atoms A and C of the ABC system, but in opposite
direction. Both bonds are stretched. The force vector is fT = −25 (1, 1) with modulus
|f | = 25
√
2 units of force, see Fig. 3. We assume that the disturbed molecule immediately
moves into the new, effective minimum. It will be on the NT x(s) named NT1,1. The
resulting effective potential, obtained by the application of Eq.(1) is reported in Fig. 3. On
this PES the FDSP located in the y-direction, namely SPy, is at -42.27 units of Eq.(6) at point
(1.57, 2.8). The SP in the x-direction is also lowered. This stationary point is energetically
nearby at -35.73 units at point (2.89, 1.58), see Fig. 3. The reason of this behavior is due
to the fact that the applied force points indeed in the combination direction where the VRI













Figure 2: A nearly symmetric, 2D-Morse potential. Lines of BBPs are green. VRI is the
valley-ridge inflection point. Two NTs (gray) form the minimum energy pathways along the
dissociation valleys.
both axes directions are involved in f and both SPs undergo a TS stabilization.61,76 Note
that also the minimum suffers a little destabilization. It also moves along the NT1,1.
Regarding Eq.(6) we see that the PES is not totally symmetric, the SPy is less energetical
than SPx. This implies that the AB bond is a little weaker than the BC bond, the energy
barrier from the minimum to the SPy is the lowest. We emphasize that the symmetric force
lowers both TSs as one would expect it.
Now the following question arises: is the above symmetric force the optimal one to break
a bond, say y between AB? If it is not then how to find out and characterize it? This is an
important question for both theory and applied mechanochemistry. From an intuitive point
of view, taking the central atom B and the outer atom A under force and relaxing the atom
C, like in Fig. 1(b), the applied force will break the AB bond in the easiest way. The AB
bond is parallel to the y-axis, which is the direction where the reaction valley between the
minimum and the lowest SP is located. Thus, a pulling which acts along the y-direction
should meet the lowest energy barrier.
An interesting feature of the PES given in Eq.(6), see also Fig. 2, is that each reaction
valley corresponds to a bond breaking process. As noted above in the direction of the y-
axis, the valley is associated to the AB bond breaking but the BC bond remains. In the
opposite case one can take the x-axis direction. The border point of this behavior is near
the straight-line, y = x, the VRI point.22
It is known that different directions of an outer force can change the kind of the reaction
path.23,41,43,53,54,77–81 This one applied to our model system means that the external force
could be applied either in the x- or in the y-direction. However, pulling along the symmetric
l1,1 = 1/
√
2 (1, 1)T -direction is characterized by a slightly un-symmetric NT, shown in Fig. 3
by the blue curves. It avoids a direct crossing of the VRI point. Its BBP1,1, however, is also


















Figure 3: The effective 2D-Morse potential with f1,1 = 25 (1, 1)
T . The gray line is the NT
along the former MEP of the y-valley, the blue curve is the NT to direction f1,1 which leads
near the VRI point to the crossing of the green lines of BBPs. On this NT all stationary
points move thus, it is the curve of FDSPs. The BBPs do not change under f1,1. For
comparison we add the BBPy and the fy which are not in use here.
The left branch of the NT1,1 connects the minimum with the SPy, its right branch connects
the SPx with the maximum of the effective PES, an SP of index two. (It is an important
property of NTs to connect stationary points with an index difference of 1, see Ref.82) The
left curve of the NT1,1 will lead to a coalescence of minimum and the SPy for a high enough
pulling force at BBP1,1, shown below.
Figure 4(a) depicts a comparison of the gradient norms of the original PES of Eq.(6)
over the two different NTs depicted in Fig. 3. The abscissa is the y-axis of the two curves
in Fig. 3. Clearly, the gray NT along the MEP to the dissociation following the direction of
the y-axis crosses the BBP line at a lower value, it has a lower maximum of 76.1 force units
with respect to the maximum of 108 force units of the other NT pictured in color blue that
follows the f1,1-direction. It shows (it is the proof for this model system) that an end-to-end
pulling will need a stronger force for the dissociation of the AB bond than pulling along a
single bond. It also shows that the simplified ansatz that the pulling direction is the ’reaction
coordinate’29 will generally be not correct.
An important tool of the data study from atomic force microscopy is the force-extension
curve. The black curve in Fig. 4(a) only serves to invert to get the corresponding curve in
panel (b), because the extension of the linear molecule is R = x0 + y, thus only the y-axis
is to move to the R-axis and |g| = F is fulfilled. The blue curve is still stretched in R-
direction by the extension R = x + y for the molecule. Note the concave finale at the BBP



























Figure 4: (a) The gradient norm over two Newton trajectories on the original 2D-Morse
potential Eq.(6), compare a similar series of figures in Ref.53 The black one is the gradient
norm over the MEP in y-direction, the blue one over the NT1,1 near the VRI point and then
back to the y-valley. For comparison, the abscissa is the y-axis of Fig. 3. Note, the maximum
over the blue gradient norm is at 108 units of derivation of Eq.(6). It is higher than the
maximum over the NT along the MEP at 76.1 units. The MEP along the black curve goes
through the optimal BBP. (b) Force-extension curves are shown for the two cases of panel
(a). It is F = |f |. For the black curve, it is the stretching degree of freedom R = x0 + y, but
for the blue one it is R = x+ y.
The curves end at the BBPs because here, or usually before, the weakest bond breaks.
The black curve gives the optimal amount for the breaking of the y-bond. For the blue curve
we get a higher force: the additional energy is stored in a different degree of freedom. Under
the break of the y-bond, this energy becomes free, in form of vibration of the remaining
bond, or of heat dissipated into the environment.
3.2 Step two: pulling symmetrically into the BBP region of the
ABC molecule
Applying the symmetric end-to-end pulling along the ABC linear symmetry corresponds to
following the quasi-symmetric NT path for the FDSPs. If we apply a stronger symmetric
force, −73 (1, 1)T , to the PES, we get the effective PES depicted in Fig. 5. The stationary
points, minimum and SPy, as well as maximum and SPx, move together along the mentioned
NT1,1. The bowl of the minimum, as well as the summit of the maximum become flatter
and flatter. In this case, starting from the minimum, one goes through the direction of the
reaction valley parallel to the y-axis.
Now we imagine a force near, but below the critical force, fc, like in Fig. 5. Being
in such effective minimums near the BBP enhances the reaction rate of a thermal escape;
corresponding formula along special 1D potential curves are given elsewhere.40
3.3 Step three: find the minimum of the symmetric force for the
final BBP
Now we finish the pulling at the BBP point along the symmetric NT. This happens for the
norm |fc| = 76
√















Figure 5: Effective 2D-Morse potential with f = 73 (1, 1)T . The stationary points move
together. The blue curve remains the NT to direction f. The green lines are again the BBPs.
The cross of the green lines is the VRI.
≈ 76 units for the y-bond, however, the remaining 32 units are stored in the x-bond. The
final effective PES is given in Fig. 6. The former minimum, SPs and maximum disappear,
they form two shoulders: one in the y-valley which is the final dissociation pathway, and
one on the nearby ridge. The ridge also points into the y-direction and unites the former
maximum and the SPx.
The difference of the shoulders, Shy and Shx, is due to the asymmetry of the original
Morse PES of Eq.(6). To reach the quasi symmetric singular NT to cross the VRI point,
we have to use the direction (1, 0.94)T . This is shown in Fig. 7 left panel (a) with the
final amount of force from the former Fig. 6 with the factor 76. Such a complicated pulling
direction can theoretically be imagined by an ABC molecule, if the central atom B is fixed,
and if the two different amounts point along the bonds, x,y, of the atoms C and A. This
amount is, however, not the BBP of this direction. We still have to add a little force up to a
value of 81. The final effective PES is given in Fig. 7 right panel (b). The shoulder, Sh, has
the form of a ’monkey-shoulder’ of a threefold kind. A pulling into the direction would reach
an equal probability for a dissociation of the molecule into three single atoms, A, B and C,
along the diagonal part of the singular NT, or to the diatoms, AB or BC, if one follows the
side branches after the bifurcation.
4 Case of a linear polymer chain
We treat a linear polymer chain in solution under the force of an ultrasound. The center of
the chain may be the molecular part -ABBA- with similar Morse relations for (x, y) like in











Figure 6: The final effective 2D-Morse potential with fc = 76 (1, 1)
T thus F = 108 units, the
amount of force of the BBP along the blue NT to direction (1, 1)T . The former stationary
points disappear; their last emergence are the shoulders, Shy and Shx. The BBP of this
pulling is the point Shy, the BBP1,1. The green lines are the BBPs.
forces, fB for the BB-bond alone and fA at the two AB-bonds which apply to the correspond-
ing bonds under a sonication. The initial and the end parts of the chain are symbolized by
the symbols Cn. There are many experimental hints that the force distribution in the chain
goes approximately with the square of the number of the bond in the chain,83 up to the cen-
ter. One assumes a mechanical cleavage due to cavitation events by collapsing microbubbles.
The destructive force can be caused by ultrafast shear flow of the solvent.84 Experiments
have found that the rupture is near the midpoint of the chain.85 In Fig. 9(a) it is assumed
that the stronger B-B-bond breaks, along the x-axis, because it is in the center of the chain.
Assuming for simplicity here number 3 for the first AB-bond and number 4 for the BB-bond,
in the left half of a symmetric chain of 7 bonds, we get a relation of 9 : 16 for the forces
along bonds y and x. The full force vector would point along direction (1, 4, 9, 16, 9, 4, 1)T in
the coordinate space of all bonds, and should be still normalized to a unit vector by 2
√
113.
If we use a projection of the full PES of the chain into the plane of the x-bond and the one
y-bond on the left hand side of Fig. 8, we can represent the pulling problem by a similar
PES like in Fig. 2. The escape in the x-direction is enforced, however, the escape in the
y-direction is inhibited by a relatively higher barrier.53,54,64 Now the NT which belongs to
the pulling direction, f, proceeds ’below’ the VRI point, in the x-valley of the stronger bond.
Since the other bonds in the chain are of similar strength then the crash by sonication of the
chain will take place for the y-, the x-, or the other y-bond but mainly in the x-bond. The
effective PES of a force with the given relation for the force direction is shown in Fig. 9(a).
It is well known that the incorporation of a single weaker bond within a polymer chain























Figure 7: (a) Effective 2D-Morse potential with the force f = 76 (1, 0.94)T , the amount of
force of the BBP along the blue NT to direction (1, 1)T of Fig. 6. The current singular
NT is red. It directly crosses the VRI point. (b) Final effective 2D-Morse potential with
f = 81 (1, 0.94)T . It is the final amount of force for the (maximal) BBP being the VRI point
of the PES. The former stationary points disappear; their last emergence is the shoulder,
Sh=VRI=BBPmax.
A B B A... ...Cn Cn
y x y
fB fBfA fA
Figure 8: A schematic part of the center -ABBA- of a polymer chain. The arrows fA and fB
are the pulling forces originating in a sonication experiment with a different magnitude.
cess). Examples are, e.g., due to Sijbesma et al.87 which show that the limit below which a
mechanochemical chain scission of a polymer is not possible, can be reduced when a cova-
lent C-C bond near the center of the polymer backbone is replaced by a weak metal-ligand
coordination bond. The effect of this metal-ligand can be well rationalized theoretically.
We note that the precise location of the mechanochemical scission could be programmed to
some extent by placing the mechanophore in an ’off-center’ position along the polymer chain
as discussed in Refs.85,88 Even though this bond does not experience the highest force, its
lower strength still ensures selective scission. We demonstrate this by a further example: we
change the left y-bond in the toy polymer, Fig. 8, into a weaker z-bond with
M3(z) = D3 (1− exp[−β3(z − z0)])2 (8)
V3(x, z) = M1(x) +M3(z) (9)
with M1(x) given above in Eq.(6) and the constants are now:
































Figure 9: (a) Effective PES projection of the chain of Fig. 8 with Morse constants of Eq.(6)
and Fig. 1. The new NT (blue) points in the direction (16, 9)T/
√
337. The direction of
f is the red arrow. The pulling force is −3 (16, 9)T for the effective PES in Eq.(1). The
amount is near Fig. 3, however the force points in a different direction. It changes the lowest
dissociation path into the x-direction ’below’ the VRI point. The green lines are the BBPs.
(b) Effective PES of the new surface V3 of Eq.(9) with a quite weaker bond in z-direction but
the same drag force like in panel (a). Now the NT from the minimum turns into z-direction.
For this new PES the NT along the same force −3 (16, 9)T turns back into the z-direction,
’above’ the VRI point, and the z-bond will break first under this force, see Fig. 9(b).
It is thus to conclude that if the bond of the mechanophore is weak enough then the
scission of the polymer can take place before the center of the chain. The balance between
’weakness’ of the mechanophore and concentration of the force to the center is decided by the
VRI point of the PES. This highlights the importance of the VRI points and the importance
of their location.89,90
If the polymer is not linear then the competition entry of the different bonds become
quite more complicated,78 compare also the next Section 5.
5 Model PES for a pulling of a bent ABA molecule
with C2h symmetry
5.1 The model
We will now treat a triatomic molecule with an equilibrium angle, say 60o. Fig. 10 shows
the geometry, and an assumed pulling direction, fx,α. The force, fx,α, should pull in the fixed
’horizontal’ direction in Fig. 10. The PES may be a Morse curve for the x-distortion










Figure 10: A schematic bent 3-atomic molecule ABA. The atoms are connected by Morse
potentials. The arrow, fx,α, depicts the pulling force: its action for the internal coordinates,
(x, α/2), changes with the opening of the bending.
with D1 = 90, β1 = 1.8, x0 = 1.52, and for the angle
WABA(α) = Dα sin(
3
4
(α− π/3))2 for π/3 ≤ α ≤ π . (10)
Because the potential energy of an angle is usually quite lower than the energy of the
bonds,91,92 we assume for the force constant Dα = 20. The α0 = π/3 is used for the
equilibrium value. The PES is
V (x, α) = 2M1(x) +WABA(α) . (11)
Now, the forces, (fx, fα)
T , in direction to (x, α) are changed with a changed angle: the
relation is given by a force parallelogram, compare Fig. 10, where the applied fx,α splits into
F (sin(α/2), cos(α/2))T and an effective PES is






) (x, α)T . (12)
Such a force is not constant for changing angles α, so there follows that we cannot apply
the theory of NTs. However, we can calculate the stationary points of the effective PES
directly. It is similar to the COGEF method (COnstrained Geometries simulate External
Force)93 where two anchor atoms are elongated in small steps, and the molecular geometry
is optimized at each step. The calculation is done here for the representation of Eq.12.
The curve of the blue points, Solx,α, in Figs. 11-14 are constructed by such solutions. Note
that applying the tensile force alone along fx or fα would generate a translation motion of
the whole molecule. This is not treated here because we only use the internal coordinates
x, α. Fig. 11(a) shows the original PES of Eq.(11). Included are the two direct NTs (gray),
NTx and NTα, along the valleys, and the singular NT (red) through the VRI point for
comparison. Fig.11(b) shows the effective PES with F = 10 units in Eq.(12). Solx,α depicts
a set of force-displaced stationary points for a different amount, F , of the force vector in
Eq.(12). The set is overlayed over the PESes in Figs. 11(a,b), Figs. 12(a,b) and Fig. 14(a).
The set of solutions shows that the force is not able to turn the bent molecule into a linear
molecule, however, the angle stabilizes near the α-value of the VRI point, it is so to say
near an αlimit value. (It is in contrast to an assumption in Ref.
27) Here the bond stretching





























Figure 11: (a) 2D surface of Eq.(11) with Morse potential for x and angle-potential for α.
The blue points are the solution points for zeros of the effective PESes in the variable pulling
direction for increasing F . The singular NT through the VRI point is red. It is given for
comparison. In small gray are shown the direct NTs in x- and α-directions. (b) Effective
PES for F = 10 units of PES (12). The minimum has moved uphill, as well as the SPα.
Now the Hessian is not constant, so the VRI point has also moved.
under the pulling for every effective PES, because the pulling direction is not constant. It
can be observed in Fig. 11(b) where the effective VRI point has also moved.
Fig. 12 shows two further effective PESes. One for F = 100 units in panel (a), and the
final effective PES for F = 187.44 units in panel (b). For higher forces than the F = 100 units
in case (a) the change of the molecule is mainly in the x-elongation. The force F = 187.44 is
the final amount of force for the BBP of fx,α. The BBP is the former VRI point of the PES
(red). The former stationary points disappear; their last emergence is at the one shoulder.
Because the molecule is symmetric, there both x-bonds break (theoretically) at the same
point.
If we compare this example, the molecule of Fig. 10, with the linear case, Fig. 1(a), then
we see that a curve of FDSPs also emerges here, the points of Solx,α. Though this curve is
not an NT, along its pathway the effective PESes have the same qualitative behavior like
the effective PESes along an NT: the way finally ends in a shoulder at the BBP.
5.2 Force-extension curve
We still calculate the representation of an extension of the ABA molecule under the force,
fx,α, see Fig. 10. The distance R between the two A-atoms is R = x
√
2(1− cosα) where
we have used the cosine formula in the triangle with equal sides, x. The total length, L,
of both bonds is 2x. Fig. 13(a) shows the relation of the total length L to the end-to-end
























Figure 12: (a) Effective PES for F = 100 units of PES (12). The minimum has moved
further uphill. In the shown region, only the BBP curve (green) in the x-direction is present.
The blue points on the right hand side of the BBP line are saddle points, SPx, which move
to the left with increasing F . (b) Final effective PES for F = 187.44 units of PES (12). The
former minimum and the SPx coalesce in a shoulder, interestingly exactly at the VRI point
of the original PES (but that is an artifact, see text).
shoulder in Fig. 12(a). At the beginning, for small forces, mainly the angle is flattened. It
makes a strong increase of R. Later the angle reaches its quasi-limit, and the relation of L
to R quasi goes linear. Panel 13(b) shows the corresponding force-extension curve for the
bent molecule. Because Eq.(12) is a ’nonlinear’ model for a pulling, the stationary points of
the corresponding effective PES go with the derivations for ∇T(x,α)V (x, α) = (Vx, Vα)T



















Thus the amount F of the force has to be higher, usually, than the |∇V (x, α)| of the PES.
But at the BBP the norm |∇V (x, α)| has also its maximum on the Solx,α curve because
there the angle, α ≈ αlimit, is nearly constant.
We can compare the curve of Fig. 13(b) with the similar curves of Fig. 4(b). For a single
bond to break, the black curve in Fig. 4(b), the critical force, fc, has to come near 76 units.
For the end-to-end drag force of the linear triatomic we need 32 units more, the blue curve
in Fig. 4(b). In the case of the bent ABA molecule with its x − α − x potential we need
for fc the value of 187 units. The amount includes the somewhat flattened angle α and the
stretching of the two equal bonds, x. Note that the gradient of the original PES at the BBP
has only a norm of 162.5 units, thus it is ≈ 13% lower than F . That Eq.(2) does not fully


















Figure 13: (a) Total bond length to extension for the points of Solx,α of the ABA molecule.
(b) Force-extension curve for the ABA molecule, see text. The concave arc before the BBP
represents the flat shoulder of the ’last’ effective PES, see Fig. 12(b). Here only a small
increase of the force, F , causes still a large increase of the extension, R.
the reason in the nonlinearity of the ansatz Eq.(12).
There is a further difference between the force-extension curves of Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 13(b).
In Fig. 4(b) we have a linear increase up to the final concave arc before the BBP. In Fig. 13(b)
we find two quasi linear parts before the final concave arc of the BBP. The reason is that in
the linear molecule only bonds are stretched, however, in the bent molecule first the angle
is flattened, and later the bonds are stretched. This causes two different parts of the force-
extension curve. It is a hint to the higher-dimensional character of the problem – though we
have an 1D curve of FDSPs.
If one imagines not only two bonds, but a longer nonlinear polymer chain with many
bonds and angles, then the corresponding force-extension curve for the so-called ’wormlike
chain’ will emerge with added extensions and added parts of the force stored in the many
bonds and angles. However, we guess that the qualitative shape of the curve will hold this
form of our simple three-atomic molecule ABA. For every kind of bonds we will find a nearly
linear part of the force-extension curve, connected by a convex arc to the next kind of bonds.
One can compare it to the result of former derivations.94,95
Of course, for much bigger molecules like peptides, the different kind of forces may
overlap, like the loss of configurational entropy and the relaxation of tertiary structures,96
coil-stretch transitions,97 loop-stretch transition,98 H-bond breaks, and so on.
In Fig. 13(a) we see that R < L always holds because the angle is limited to its quasi
final value for higher forces. That will also hold for longer chains. By the way, the celebrated













where A is a bending stiffness parameter (also named persistence) and kBT is the thermal
energy with Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature. The region for a limit R → L
is excluded here by the divergence of the expression, it becomes unphysical. Any kind of




























Figure 14: (a) The original PES of Fig. 11(a) with regular NTs of the minimum-to-SPα-
family. The thin gray NT is the direct NT in the valley up to SPα. The other regular NTs
(blue) cross the Solx,α curve in the minimum bowl before the crossing of the singular NT at
the VRI point. The corresponding gradient directions there give the constant directions of
the NTs. They are shown in Table 1. The red curve is the singular NT which is the border
of the given family of NTs. The BBP curves (green) are also presented. (b) A PES where
the two dimensions are slightly coupled, see Eq.(15). The green lines are the Det(H) = 0
lines, the two thick curves are those of the original PES, but the thin green line is the same
for the effective surface of the VRI point. Blue points are the solution points of the curve
Solx,α which leads correctly up to the green line, the BBPx. Blue curves are regular NTs.
its total contour length L95 seems to be a not correct ansatz.
In all known experiments, to the best of our knowledge, there is missing the final concave
arc of the force-extension curve before the BBP.62,96,99,101–104 It demonstrates that the flat
region of the effective PES before the BBP, like in Fig. 5, 7(a) or 12(a), is not the region
of stable molecular states. If the external force decreases the barrier to a certain amount
then the crossing of the region takes place immediately. This kinetic fact is due to finite
temperature effects. The measured force-extension curves finish before the final concave arc
before the BBP. They represent only a certain part of the FDSPs curve.
5.3 A coupled PES model
It seems strange that the pathway of the force-displaced stationary points, Solx,α, crosses
the BBPx curve at the VRI point of the original PES without load. However, the fact is
a coincidence due to the very simple toy PES with a decoupled ansatz of both dimensions,
x, α. While here the forces fx and fα are dependent on α, we cannot apply the NT-theory.
But to a certain degree, it comes in by a loophole. We have for every fixed point (x, α) a
fixed force (fx, fα). If we assume the direction of this force fixed, then we can take an NT
through the corresponding effective stationary point of the Solx,α curve, but now taken on
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the original PES. For all points of the curve we have such an NT. They form the family of
NTs which connect the minimum and the SPα. Note that the border of the family is the
singular NT (red in Fig. 11(a)). The force (fx, fα) turns from a more or less α-direction at
the beginning into x-direction for a higher α value, see Table 1 and Fig. 14(a). This happens
at the crossing of the Solx,α curve with the BBP curve. After this crossing the corresponding
Solx,α points belong to another family of NTs which does not make its way to the SPα. Thus
the singular NT of the original PES marks the border of a qualitative transition of the used
force direction.
Table 1: Directions of the NTs of Fig. 14(a) for some points of the Solx,α curve
x α
0.0 1.0 NTα





0.9957 0.0922 Sing. NT
In Fig. 14(b) we test a slightly coupled PES with the additional function







added to the original PES of Eq.(11) in Fig. 11(a). It may mirror the influence of the
bond length, x, on the angle potential. Countour curves belonging to the PES in Fig. 14(b)
correspond to the equation (Eq.(11)+Eq.(15)). There are the blue regular NTs, the red
singular NT, and the two green BBP curves which also include the VRI point. Under a force
like in Eq.(12), now, the BBPx line also changes slightly with different effective forces. In
Fig. 14(b) we have added a thin green line which is the BBP line for the effective force at the
singular NT. The points of the curve Solx,α for increasing values of F now cross the singular
NT anywhere before the BBPx curve. Clearly the theory of NTs with a constant direction
of the pulling force is not applicable here. The curve of the FDSPs, Solx,α, finally tends into
the x-direction, however, it crosses the singular NT between VRI point and SPα, and not
’below’ the VRI point, compare Figs.9(a,b).
Note that coupled degrees of freedom of the PES, but under a fixed force direction, are
treated elsewhere.49,53,54,63,66
6 Case of a planar 4-atomic ABBA molecule with C2h
symmetry
We treat the case of a four-atomic chain with an ansatz of three Morse-potentials for the
bonds. In three dimensions, we still can imagine the VRI point.105 If one of the three bonds












Figure 15: A schematic 4-atomic molecule ABBA. The atoms are connected by Morse po-
tentials. The arrows, f1 or f2, depict the pulling forces for two different end-to-end actions.
In Fig. 15 we assume two different Morse potentials between the two AB-bonds and the
one BB-part, and two angles α between the two B-atoms and the outer A-atoms. We further
assume a flat molecule in a plane. The potential of the angle, α, may be a simple trigono-
metric function. For the pulling we need it between α = 90o and 180o. The contribution of
the energy potential from the angle B-B-A is given by
WBBA(α) = D3 sin(α− π/2)2 . (16)
Because the potential energy of the angles is usually quite lower than that of the bonds, we
assume D3 = 20. The full expression of the PES for the ABBA molecular system is assumed
to be
V (x, y, α) = 2 MAB(y) +MBB(x) + 2 WBBA(α) . (17)
Here MBB(x) and MAB(y) correspond to the functions M1(x) and M2(y) of Eq.(6), respec-
tively, while WBBA(α) is given in Eq.(16). We note that if any external, end-to-end force
is applied to the molecule, see Fig. 15, it also pulls on the angles. If we approximate that
the change of the angles is independent of the stretchings of the bonds then it does not
make a difference if one uses either f1 or f2 of Fig. 15, or any direction in between. For
f1, the transmission of the force goes over the bonds y to the angles, but for f2, the force
acts directly to the angles. If we assume C2h symmetry for the ABBA system both forces
f1 and f2 modify the two α angles. Note that the forces depicted in Fig. 15 will generate a
torque on the molecule. That is the reason why we assume a force of 45o between f1 and
f2, see Fig. 16. With the result of the previous section we can assume that the outer force
flattens the angles α up to a quasi final limit value, αlim, and then a further amount to flimit
of the force continues to elongate the bonds only. The center of mass of the molecule is in
the middle of the B-B-bond. The molecular plane, constituted by the four atoms ABBA, is
normally the binary axis C2 which is an element of the C2h point group of symmetry.
We now treat larger forces than flimit. We are interested in the relation of the two forces,
fy and fx, see Fig. 16. By the force parallelogram, drawn schematically on the right hand
side of the skew molecule under the force, see Fig. 16, we can calculate the single forces on





















Figure 16: The 4-atomic molecule ABBA under a stronger force behind flim. The arrows fy
and fx are the forces for the two bonds.
In the triangle of the right half molecule we have the sides y and x/2. If we assume that x




If we further assume that β and γ are small angles then the forces also go approximately
with 1:2. But in the right triangle we have only treated the half bond x/2, so, it finally
comes out that nearly equal forces act to the three bonds in the ABBA molecule, for the
elongation of the bonds.
Finally the VRI points between the different stretching directions decide which bond
breaks. For an end-to-end pulling we find that the weakest bond breaks. If we use the
values of Eq.(6) then again the two weaker y-bonds break first but the stronger x-bond
survives. Of course, which of the two equal y-bonds breaks first depends on the thermal
noise in reality and may also depend on non equilibrium effects which may be described by
a Franck-Condon theory of mechanochemistry.106 The effects of thermal fluctuations have
already been demonstrated to play a key role in mechanochemistry.68 As a real chemical









Figure 17: A schematic ring molecule AABB. The arrow f1 is the pulling force for an end-
to-end action with the direction along the larger diagonal of the molecule.
7 Case of a planar 4-ring AABB molecular model with
diagonal pulling
In Fig. 17 we schematically depict a 4-ring. The coordinates x, y depict the bonds x between
atoms A-A and y between atoms B-B, and now here z depicts the bonds between A-B atoms
correspondingly. Two next internal coordinates, β, are the angles between the bonds which
are stretched, B-B-A, for the three lower atoms in Fig. 17, and between A-A-B for the three


























Figure 18: Effective PES Veff (x, y, z, α, β) for the force f1 of Fig. 17 in a projected section
in the (y, α)-plane. In color gray are depicted the NTs in y- and α-direction of the original
PES. Two cases of the amount of (a) f1 = 25 (1,−1)T and (b) f1 = 76 (1,−1)T . The y-axis is
the bond y and α is the compressed angle under the force with potential Eq.(21). The blue
curve is the NT to direction f1. The green line depicts the BBPs of the y-stretch. A VRI is
missing here. The case (b) is the final force for the opening of the y-bond where Sh is the
shoulder.
the three right atoms, and between B-A-A for the left three atoms, under the force f1. With
the results of Sections 5 and 6 we can assume that f1 is large enough to flatten the angles
β nearly to its quasi limit. Then the direction of f1 in the remaining coordinate space of
(x, y, z, z, α, α) can be simplified to the direction vector l1 =
1√
6
(1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1)T .
We make the assumption that there is a nearly infinite force in the molecule to avoid
a total compression of the angles α, thus we can assume further potential functions for
0 < α ≤ π/2,
π/2 ≤ β ≤ π
WBBA(β) = DBBA sin(β − π/2)2,
WABB(α) = DABB (π/(2α)− 1)2 (19)
with α + β = π, thus the β-function is flat, but the α-function becomes strong. We use a
’reflective’ boundary for the energy function to prevent particle overlapping. The additional
bond energy is
MAB(z) = DAB(1− exp[−β3(z − z0)])2 . (20)
Note that this z-part is different to the z used in Section 4. We use the full PES of the ring
molecule to be
V (x, y, z, α, β) = MAA(x) +MBB(y) + 2MAB(z) + 2WBBA(β) + 2WABB(α) (21)
where MAA(x) and MBB(y) correspond to the functions M1(x) and M2(y) of Eq.(6), re-
spectively. The function MAB(z) is that given in Eq.(20), and WBBA(β) and WABB(α) are
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defined in Eqs.(19). Finally, the used constants are
D1 = 90, D2 = 80, DAB = 100, DBBA = 20, DABB = 120,
β1 = 1.8, β2 = 1.9, β3 = 2.0, x0 = 1.52, y0 = 1.53, z0 = 1.5,
α0 = π/2, β0 = π/2.
By our simplified ansatz of a nearly decoupled PES, we get again straight lines for the
BBP curves in all coordinates, except for the angles α where no BBP exists under the ansatz
of Eq.(19). With the given constants we further assume that the y-bond is the weakest bond.
All the bonds are in relation like in the former Sections. Of interest is still a 2D projection
of the full PES into the (y,α)-plane. The force f1 points into the plane of the projection
into direction (1,-1). In Fig. 18(a) the line of BBPs (green) and three NTs is shown. The
two gray lines are the NTs along the axes directions (1,0) and (0,-1). Because the potential
energy for the (y, α)-coordinates is not coupled, these NTs are again straight lines. The blue
curve is the NT to the direction f1 projected into the plane of interest. For decreasing α
no SP exists. In contrast, the PES mountains tend to a quasi infinite slope. Consequently
there does not emerge a line of BBPs in the decreasing α-direction. Only the BBP-line in
y-direction is present. There does not exist a VRI point either.
Fig. 18(a) already shows an effective PES for f1=25 (1,-1)
T . The minimum of this PES
is already slightly destabilized, and an SPy has emerged. Both stationary points are on
the NT1,−1 of the pulling direction, the curve of FDSPs. Fig. 18(b) is the final case at the
BBP where the NT1,−1 crosses the green line of the BBPs. The NT describes the movement
of the two stationary points, minimum and SPy. For a force with the norm 76
√
2 the
effective minimum and the effective SPy coalesce and form a shoulder. Before the y-bond
finally breaks. However, as can be well observed in the panel (b), a corresponding amount
of “α”-force is absorbed: the shoulder is moved to an α value of 1.3 rad, at 750, against
α0 = π/2 rad, at 90
0. We need all the other parts of force which are absorbed by the other
bonds for a bond breaking of the y-bond along force f1.
By the way, the effect of a partially absorbed force is an old known effect: in an unfolding
experiment of an RNA hairpin attached by handles of long semi flexible polymer chains, the
value of the unfolding force increases as the length of the handles increases.73 (Because the
handles also absorb force.) For the opening of a ring as well, the force found was quite larger
than the force for the breaking of the corresponding bond.109
8 Case of a planar 4-ring AABB molecular model with
pulling along a bond
The situation changes for another pulling force f2 along the y-bond only, see Fig. 19, also
compare the ring opening in cyclobutane studied in a seminal paper,43 as well as the ring
opening in trans-3,4-dimethylbutene.47 The two z-bonds, as well as the x-bond, are only
spectators in this pulling. However, the two angles opposite α and β, at the two A-atoms,
form a sum, α + β, now playing the role of angle α in Section 5 for the opening of a bent
triatomic molecule. Thus we will find a qualitative picture like in Section 5. The sum of
angles, α + β, may develop a potential energy under this pulling. But for an enhancement













Figure 19: A schematic ring molecule AABB. The arrow f2 is the pulling force with the
direction along the y-bond.
As expected, the pulling along a single bond in a ring molecule should exactly break this
bond. However, the included angles being contrary to the bond also absorb a part of the
energy. Here, the rupture of the y-bond will take place.
Beginning with the examples of Sections 7 and 8, one can also discuss the possibility of
a ’rebinding’, at a certain mild force, f, after the ’unbinding’ of the weakest bond.62,110 We
do this in the next section.
9 Model for the unfolding of a hairpin
We still extend the former example to a toy 4-base pair hairpin, see Fig. 20, under the
unfolding force, f. Recently, real molecular examples were calculated, of a rubredoxin met-















Figure 20: A schematic 4-base pair hairpin. The arrows f are the drag force with direction
along the elongation of the extension, x, of the T − A base pair.
To simulate the unfolding we choose a simplified PES with the help function111
de(x, y, x0, y0, ex, ey) = Exp(−e2x (x− x0)2 − e2y (y − y0)2) (22)
to build the model PES
VH(x, y) = (x− 2.6)4 + 0.075 (x− 0.6)3 − 12 (x− 2.85)2 + 33.33 y2− (23)
23
16 de(x, y, 1.4, 0, 2.51, 1.7)− 18.8 de(x, y, 2.3, 0, 2.51, 1.7)−
9.5 de(x, y, 3.35, 0, 2, 1.7) .


















Figure 21: 2D section of the PES of the 4-base pair hairpin. x is the extension by the force,
f, however, y is globally a simple harmonic potential. The green curves are the BBP lines,
and two VRI points are red. The global TS which we assume at the G-C pair112 is depicted
in blue. The force, f, may point into the combined direction (1.5, 1)T to make the model not
too simple. Note that the scaling of the axes is not equivalent.
between the single base pairs of the hairpin. This is shown in Fig. 21. x is the extension
by the force, f, of the end base pair T − A, however, y may be the collection of all other
important coordinates of the unfolding process, like angle potentials, dihedrals, of even the
bonds along the strands. The y-potential (outside the dents) is assumed by a harmonic
ansatz for simplicity. Usually the folded form of a hairpin is the stable configuration, thus
the PES has its global minimum here. The bonding potentials of the diverse base pairs
are small, however, they combine by addition to a global TS at the G-C base pair.112 It
is depicted by a blue point in Fig. 21. The single base pairs may cause small intermediate
minimums, depicted by the acronyms ’min’ which, of course, also entail flat saddles. These
intermediates are generated for the PES (23) by the three dent-functions of Eq.(22). The
small minimum furthest to the left, for example, may describe the state that the first base
pair, T-A, is open but the second pair, A-T, still holds the bonding. Such a state is possible,
but of course, it is thermodynamically unstable.
We assume a force in the direction f = (1.5, 1)T . In a so-called hopping experiment113
the force goes over handles to the outer base pair, T − A, of the hairpin. For an amount
of F = 8.82 to the direction (0.832, 0.555)T an equilibrium between the two states emerges
here in our simple example. The populations of the folded and unfolded states are equal.114
In a hopping experiment, it is indicated by a ’global’ 2-fold hopping of the extension between
the two states, compare Fig. 2 of Ref.113 If we apply this force to the PES VH , for simplicity
by the ansatz of Eq.(1), ignoring that possibly the theory of NTs is questionable here, then
we get the effective PES of Fig.22. There is included the NT along the given direction, by
a black curve. On the NT the stationary points move, the NT is again the curve of the












Figure 22: 2D section of the effective PES of the 4-base pair hairpin with f =
8.82 (0.83, 0.56)T . The black curve is the NT to this direction. The global TS (blue) is
still existent. The left and the right minima are still far away from the corresponding first,
outer BBPs (green), compare Fig. 21. However, the fold- and unfold minima are now on the
same level, compare Fig. 23.
intermediate furthest to the right disappeared, but the main effect is that the right minimum
of the unfolded structure is strongly ’stabilized’, it is now on the same level like the former
global minimum,115 see Fig. 23.
We conclude that, at least in the case of hopping experiments, the main effect of the
external force is the equilibration of the two minima of the two states of interest. Between
these two states thermodynamic chemistry happens: transitions emerge here forwards and
backwards, unfolding and refolding, on an equal rate, compare Fig. 2D of Ref.113 The effective
global TS may influence the rate of these transitions. But it did not disappear, at the given
amount of force. The corresponding BBPs on the NT are definitely not in the play; at least
in this simplified example with only two ’global’ minima. Note: diverse intermediates of the
effective PES may cause that a single step between fold and unfold is divided into transition






















Figure 23: 1D section of the PES of the 4-base pair hairpin along the x-axis. (a) Profile on
the original PES. The funnel-like shape of the curve is punctuated with small barriers and
flat intermediate minima. (b) Profile on the effective PES to the given force.
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rupture of the hairpin at high loading rates, in a corresponding experiment: all bonds can
break in one burst.14
10 Discussion and conclusions
External force is an important way of probing regions of the PES that cannot be accessed by
many other methods like temperature change, or change of concentration of the molecules,
or change of the solutes. It should be repeated that under an external force with Eq.(1),
the minima and TSs of the PES can move dramatically, and usually curvilinearly and not
along a reaction coordinate, up to their flattening out in a shoulder at the critical force,
fc. Thus, mechanical force is a remarkable effective stimulus of the activation of interesting
reactions.14
We discussed the curvilinear behavior of the action of an external force to the curve of the
FDSPs by very simple examples. For more complicated cases a tool was developed named
’force-matching force distribution analysis’.47 But this misses the target here in this work.
Our main point, and interest, is the understanding of the direction of a given external force,
which decides which reaction valley on the PES is used for an induced reaction. To establish
the relevance of our former works49,53,54,63,64,66,76 we go back here to the early beginnings
of the pulling of very small molecular models. The model ansatz of Eqs.(1) and (2) allows
to theoretically treat the influence of an external force, f, on the PES of a molecule. Here
we discuss this for the simplest three- and four-atomic molecules also using simple model
potentials. We repeat the use of the theory of Newton trajectories (NTs) in the case of a
fixed direction of the force in relation to the used coordinates. NTs describe in this case
the behavior of the force-displaced stationary points (FDSPs). Note that the FDSPs are
on a curve which is usually not the ’reaction coordinate’ of the reaction of interest. Only
if we apply an increasing force up to the critical one, fc, then the molecule can slide on the
FDSPs curve, step by step, to the shoulder of the last effective PES. Then we can interpret
the FDSPs curve as a kind of reaction coordinate. If the direction of the force changes along
the pulling, in relation to the used coordinates, then the theory of NTs cannot be applied.
But of course, by usual optimization procedures one can calculate for every force, f, the
corresponding FDSP for this force.
Sometimes one assumes, to explain molecular pulling experiments, that the force, f, acts
directly along a ’reaction coordinate’ to reach the new, effective transition state of an induced
reaction.29 However, the simplest example in Section 3, of a linear triatomic ABC molecule,
demonstrates that the end-to-end pulling already goes anywhere uphill on the PES between
the two possible ’reaction coordinates’ of the example. Thus the reality of every molecular
pulling experiment will be quite more complicated than is assumed sometimes, see also the
discussion in Ref.44
Nevertheless, atomic-force microscopy and other methods116,117 of single molecules are a
widely used tool to probe the bonds of molecules. There is a wide range, over many scales,
from 0.01 pN to 1000 pN 2 of the influence to a molecule. Very low forces up to 0.5 pN are
needed for the sensing of weak strains.118 One uses ≈ 5 pN to flatten out the tertiary struc-
ture of peptides, their entropic elasticity.96 Forces of a next higher order, ≈ 50 pN , lead to
opening of hairpins,14,74 supramolecular rearrangements, break down of H-bonds, and flat-
tening out of weak local conformational dihedral angles,119 or protein-ligand interactions.72
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Biological machines also develop forces up to 60 pN .41,64 At the next order of forces we can
deform bond angles96 (like in Section 5). At last, the next order of forces will break the
weakest covalent bonds, like in Sections 3 and 4.
Given the lack of any electronic structure description of our simple models, we cannot
compare here the definition of BBPs with other interesting special points on the reaction
pathway like critical points of the electron density.120,121 Another interesting comparison
could be the optimal BBP direction and the ’universal’ coordinate proposed by the Boulatov
group.78 It should be a task for further treatments.
As mentioned and explained several times the use of force to activate chemical bonds and
to initiate chemical reactions is of interest because the reaction pathways and outcome of
mechanochemical reactions can be completely different from their thermal analogues.2,47 A
very often mentioned example is the ring-opening reaction of cyclobutanes, an orbital con-
trolled reaction, which has been extensively studied, computationally and experimentally.122
Thermal ring-opening is only allowed via a conrotatory pathway, yielding a different isomer
of the ring-opened product (E,Z or E,E) for each starting isomer (cis- or trans-, respectively),
the disrotatory pathway is forbidden, for a computational study see e.g. Ref.123 Nevertheless,
when the reaction is under an external mechanical force, the ring-opening always yields the
E,E isomer as a product, irrespective of the starting material. The generic rationalization of
this phenomenon is just exposed in Section 8. However, we have to take into account that
the different outcomes of thermal and mechanochemical reactions are a direct consequence of
the anisotropy of mechanical work involved in the force. In contrast to thermal energy, now
the mechanical force has a direction. This is the basis of the mathematical theory exposed
in Section 2.
In Section 4 we discussed the property that a polymer chain under sonication usually
breaks at its center. Sijbesma et al.124 describes a further, very interesting example of
mechanochemistry corresponding to the evolution of the silver(I)–NHC bonds under forces.
The description of the landscape obtained by these authors for this system is equivalent to
that obtained using Eq. 1 as pointed out in Ref.,53 compare Fig. 1 with Fig. 1 of Ref.87
Another interesting and important point in mechanochemistry is also due to Sijbesma125
being related to the theory discussed in the previous sections. Mechanochemical scission of
covalent bonds in polymers is well-studied; in large molecules, forces on the molecule accu-
mulate at the center of the chain to result in its midchain preferential scission. However,
when one of the bonds in the chain is weaker, it selectively can break at this weaker bond.
So a homolytic bond scission can be avoided.126 Sijbesma et al.125 demonstrated that this
principle also holds for coordination bonds like ruthenium(II)-NHC. This fact can be related
to the existence of optimal BBPs66 whose effects are enhanced by this type of complexes.
Note that we did not discuss here how fast the force is applied,14,106 because we treat only
static properties of the effective PES.
Last but not least in Section 9, we found out that the most important property of the
action of the drag force, f, is the change of the relation between the reactant and a ’wished’
product minimum. If any effective product minimum becomes deeper than the effective re-
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actant then usual thermal chemistry happens: this reaction takes place. (If the TS is not
too high for kB T .)
Overall, the work shows that models of simple potential energy surfaces allow to ra-
tionalize a large body of experimental data in the field of mechanochemistry. Regardless
of the simplicity of the models, general phenomena are predicted which should be proven
experimentally.
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